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Avantra helps customers under pressure to increase SAP® resiliency and security to 
easily implement and operate SAP systems with a fully supported, end to end packaged 
automation solution.

Next generation AIOps for SAP customers

Deploying an AIOps platform enables organizations to use the capabilities of automation to stay 
in control of SAP systems, as well as monitor and report on health and performance.

Integrating the Avantra AIOps platform with Red Hat® Ansible® Automation Platform maximizes 
ROI and accelerates the hyperautomation of SAP landscapes. It allows business customer to 
focus on innovation and accelerate digital or cloud transformation by freeing up resources to 
build and deliver more value to the organization. Managed Service Partners can also deploy the 
solution to deliver SAP managed services or SAP transformation for their clients.

Avantra addresses complex, strategic SAP automation initiatives with packaged, end to end, full 
stack SAP automation that accelerates time to value for customers and provides an automation 
foundation to build on.

SAP operations for people on the go

The integration of Avantra and Red Hat platforms allows for complete and powerful SAP 
automations that:

 � Free up operation resources by automating best practice SAP management and compliance

 � Provide insights teams can act on by detecting early anomalies across complex SAP 
landscapes

 � Deliver full transparency on SAP landscape performance and health, both on premise and in 
the cloud

 � Eliminate alert fatigue while providing quick root cause and automated resolutions.

 � Optimize SAP performance and reduce operational cost.

Every hour spent on manual activity is an hour not spent on developing further automation, 
being proactive and creating new business opportunities.

Customers can rapidly gain these benefits with a simple, easily deployed out of the box 
automation platform for:

 � System copy and system refresh: Save time and increase reliability for creating new systems 
and copying the existing data, including post copy automation (PCA).

 � Dynamic scale out/scale up: React to system load to deploy and stop  systems according to 
their load which saves costs of running SAP on a cloud provider.

 � Full stack system maintenance and security management: Enable checking and patching of 
the OS and SAP application automatically (OS, SAP Kernel, SAP ABAP components) to save 
time and increase the reliability of regular management tasks.

Get your time back 
with SAP automation
From Avantra and Red Hat
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About Red Hat
Red Hat helps customers standardize across environments, develop cloud-native applications, and integrate, 
automate, secure, and manage complex environments with award-winning support, training, and consulting services.

About Avantra

Avantra is the industry leading AIOps platform that simplifies SAP operations. Avantra boosts 
visibility, efficiency, and control of SAP landscapes – no matter the size, shape, or scale of the 
technology stack. The unmatched levels of intelligence and insight that Avantra provides, give 
IT operations teams freedom from monotonous and repetitive tasks. It anticipates issues across 
the entire SAP estate well before they become a problem, making Avantra the go to automation 
platform for many of the world’s largest enterprises and Managed Service Providers. Avantra is 
a Basis team’s trusted guardian, bringing control, proactivity and simplicity to some of the most 
complex SAP landscapes on the planet. For more information, visit www.avantra.com.

Let automation do the heavy lifting

With the Avantra SAP AIOps platform organizations can release capacity from managing complex 
SAP systems.  This releases energy and focus which can be redirected to power intelligent 
operations and strategic initiatives, enhance service quality and offerings, and remove unplanned 
downtime - significantly reducing risk.

SAP Application
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Learn more about automating your SAP landscape

with Avantra:

Watch the video, read the blog or visit www.avantra.com

Watch the video here →
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